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Red Sea got its name because of when algae in the sea die,
they appear to turn blue-green color to a reddish-brown.

Strategically important to Major Powers
but complex and volatile region
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Extremely complex and volatile region - warring countries,
competition to access oil and other underwater resources,
prevent piracy, combat terrorism ….
Red Sea – links Mediterranean via Suez to Indian Ocean
13% of oceanic trade and 33% oil supply
Strategically important to U.S., Russia, China, Japan, and
Europe - all with military assets in region
Civil war in Yemen along shipping lanes adds instability
Challenge: Maintaining security, stability, and freedom of
navigation
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Geopolitics of Red Sea Region
Israel vs. Arabs

Suez Canal
Red Sea

Fragile
states

Horn of
Africa area
Djibouti
bases

(21 countries and 550 mil. people)

Iran & Saudi
rivalry
Middle East
boundary

Persian Gulf Oil

Mecca
Yemen civil
war
Somalia
piracy
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Biggest
GDP

GDP and Population Middle East
Countries, 2018
Country

2x population, but
lower GDP/capita
than Iraq
Biggest
population

Very oil rich!

Extremely
poor
More
than U.S.

Saudi Arabia
Turkey
Iran
UAE
Israel
Egypt
Iraq
Qatar
Kuwait
Oman
Lebanon
Jordan
Bahrain
Yemen
Syria
Palestine
Somalia
Total
Source: Wikipedia

GDP (bil$)
782
766
452
425
370
250
226
192
141
82
56
42
30
27
25
12
8
3,888

GDP/capita Population
($)
(mil)
23,566
9,346
5,491
40,711
41,644
2,573
5,930
70,780
30,839
19,302
9,257
4,278
25,851
872
831
2,900
658

27
74
79
8
8
83
34
2
4
3
4
6
1
24
24
5
12

12,674

396

Middle East
17 States
with 400 mil.
population
but big
differences in
size & wealth
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Poor & Fragile states of Horn of Africa
Population about half of U.S., but GDP less than 1%

Population & GDP of Horn of
Africa, 2018
Country

Population
(mil)

Eithopia
Sudan
Somalia
Eritrea
Djibouti
Total

112
40
12
7
1
172

GDP
(bil$)

91
31
8
8
2
140

GDP/capita
($)

951
728
658
1,253
2,218
814

Source: Wikipedia
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U.S. has many military bases in Middle
East – especially surrounding Iran

8

Small but well-placed Djibouti is giant
host of foreign military bases
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Iran–Saudi Arabia conflicts over geo-politics
◼

◼

◼

◼

Conflicting aspirations for leadership of Islamic world,
oil export policy, relations with West, Syria, Yemen …
Sunni Saudi Arabia – richer, large oil reserves &
smaller population, takes long-term view with
moderate oil prices; favorable to U.S.
Shia Iran – needs high prices now due to its low
standard of living & larger population; hostile to U.S.
Syrian Civil War - Iran supported government while
Saudi Arabia aided rebels, but reverse in Yemen

Populati
For 2018
on (mil)
Iran
Saudi Arabia

79
27

GDP
(bil$)
452
782

GDP/capita
($)
5,491
23,566
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Iran–Saudi Arabia broken bilateral relations,
Competing for Middle East dominance

Iran’s Ayatollah Khamenei
◼

◼

◼

Saudi’s Mohammad bin
Salman (MbS) Crown Prince

No diplomatic relations following attack on Saudi embassy
in Tehran in 2016
Saudi Arabia – Sunni absolute monarchy, MbS liberalizing
and modernizing but linked to Jamal Khashoggi’s murder
and hack of Bezos
Iran – Shia Islamic theocracy with final say of "Supreme
Leader," opposes all U.S. and Saudi policies
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Middle East 91% Sunnis and Shia Muslim

(56% Sunni, 35% Shia, 6% Christian, 1% Jewish, 2% Other)
• 1.8 bil Muslims (24%)
worldwide - 10% Shia and
90% Sunni Muslims
• Crucial difference:
importance Shiites give to
Ali, whom Sunni do not
recognize as prophet's
rightful successor
• Both agree:
• Prophet Muhammad is
God's messenger
• Use Quran
• Fasting during Ramadan
• 5 daily prayers
• Pilgrimage to Mecca
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Yemeni Civil War (2015–to
date) - Complex political,
religious, cultural war

Shia

Sunni
Red Sea

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Also an Iran–Saudi (Shia vs. Sunni) proxy conflict
Houthi - Zaydi Shia Islam (44% of Yemen vs. Sunnis 56%)
Houthi’s slogan: "God Is Great, Death to America, Death to
Israel, Curse on the Jews, Victory to Islam”, after Iran’s motto
Al-Qaeda in Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and Islamic State of Iraq
and Levant control swathes of territory
Saudi bombing with U.S. bombs led to Senate resolution to end
U.S. support of Saudi Arabia which Trump vetoed
UN warns could become "worst famine in the world in 100
years” and poorest country in world
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China’s massive plan to link to Europe and
Asia and encircle India, may indebt too

“String of Pearls”
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Is the Middle East still vital to U.S.?
Yes
◼

◼

◼

◼

Need Middle East not for oil,
but oil price security
Transit of goods we and
others need
If don’t want more
authoritarian, less marketfriendly must engage
If want US to lead global
economy, ME is at center of
our future

Source: Karen Young, “America needs the Middle
East to grow - Its importance to the U.S. and the
world goes far beyond oil,” January 24, 2020,
/www.nationalreview.com/2020/01/america-needsmiddle-east-to-grow

No
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

We no longer rely on ME oil
Israel can defend itself
Arab-Israeli peace hopeless
Remaining terrorists can be
achieved few U.S. troops
and support of partners
Iran doesn’t have nukes yet
and weakened by sanctions
and opposition
Time to avoid never-ending
wars and grandiose
objectives

Source: “The Middle East Isn’t Worth It Anymore,”
By Martin Indyk, WSJ, Jan. 17, 2020.
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Future of Red Sea Region
Summary & Conclusions

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Strategic: Big oil producers, Suez Canal and Persian
Gulf choke points, terrorism and fragile states, big
powers scramble for military bases
Once source U.S. oil imports, much blood and treasure
(7,000 military deaths & $3-4 trillion war cost)
But, thanks to fracking, stronger Israel, weaker
terrorist, weaker Iran, may be of less U.S. interest
U.S. still needs to watch for threats (including China
and Russia) and to support allies, but need for troops
and warring much less
U.S. goal – get global cooperation, access, stability
Next #4: Human Trafficking
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10 Key Points: Video #3, Red Sea Security
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Strategic – 13% global trade passes through Suez Canal
Yemen Civil War - largest current international tragedy
U.S. on sidelines in Yemen civil war, except for supplying
weapons despite its potential threat to Red Sea passage
Horn of Africa - economic potential if gain political stability
Saudi Arabia - most powerful, but aggressive in Yemen
Scramble for military bases and influence by outsiders under
impression U.S. is withdrawing
Region lacks governance, depends upon strongmen
U.S. may be contributing to instability
China has big unchecked ambitions
Conclusion: Stakes are high – could become fractured
region of failed states & dangerous seas
Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Discussion questions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

U.S. during both Obama and Trump aligned with Saudi Arabia and UAE in
their war against Houthis in Yemen, selling arms and providing air
refueling. Has the time come to end that support?
Trump administration has not shown much interest in Red Sea region.
Should it be more engaged, for example, in efforts to encourage
democratization in Ethiopia, transition to a civilian government in Sudan,
and resolve differences between Saudi Arabia/UAE and Qatar/Turkey?
In view of its close security relationships with Israel, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
the UAE, Qatar, Bahrain, and Turkey; how does U.S. manage this horribly
complex situation?
What is the threat to the future of the only permanent U.S. military base in
Africa at Djibouti? How can U.S. minimize any potential threat?
Foreign policy focus of Trump is strategic competition with China and
Russia. Is this the best policy for the Red Sea region? Are there areas
where cooperation makes more sense, especially in the case of China?
How will China’s Belt and Road Initiative impact development in the Red
Sea region? Is China’s role in the region seen as positive by the regional
countries? By non-regional countries?
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Ballot Questions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Should the U.S. be concerned about the growing presence that China has in
the Red Sea region? ❏ Very concerned ❏ Somewhat concerned ❏ Not too
concerned ❏ Not at all concerned
How should the U.S. react to issues of aggression by other nations in the
Red Sea? ❏ Naval/Military response ❏ Economic sanctions ❏ Increase
patrols in the region ❏ Diplomatic sanctions ❏ U.S. should not react to
issues of aggression in the region
Do you think that the foreign countries that have bases/ports in the Red
Sea region are responsible for domestic issues in the region? ❏ Foreign
nations should strive to help solve domestic issues ❏ Foreign nations
should have no say in domestic issues in the region ❏ Not sure
In your opinion, what is the biggest roadblock to development in the Red
Sea region? ❏ Saudi/Yemen conflict ❏ Reliance on oil trade ❏ Saudi/Iran
conflict ❏ Local regional conflicts ❏ Piracy/Terrorism ❏ Not sure
In your opinion, should the United States combat the litany of terrorist
organizations within the Red Sea region? ❏ Yes, with military force ❏ Yes,
by arming/training local resistance groups ❏ No, the United States should
not combat terrorist groups in the Red Sea region
19

10 Points of #3 Article: “Competition and
cooperation in the Red Sea region”
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Strategically important to Major Powers but complex and
volatile region
Diverse countries and rich underwater resources
History of conflict in the region
Multiple interstate conflicts, terrorism, and piracy
Countries abet competition more than facilitate cooperation
Both Red Sea Countries and Great Powers active militarily
Great Powers scrambling for military bases
China’s presence having impact
Some positive regional & global cooperation
China’s role gaining over U.S., greater UN role may be needed
20

Strategically important to Major Powers
but complex and volatile region
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Red Sea – links Mediterranean via Suez to Indian Ocean
13% of international oceanic trade (vs. 5% Panama Canal)
Challenge: Maintaining the security, stability, and freedom
of navigation
Strategic important to U.S., Russia, China, Japan, and
Europe -all with military assets in region
Extremely complex and volatile region - warring countries,
competition to access oil and other underwater resources,
prevent piracy, combat terrorism ….
Civil war in Yemen along shipping lanes adds instability

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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Diverse countries and rich
underwater resources
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Nine countries have shoreline on Red Sea
UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, Iran, and Turkey are
also major actors in Red Sea region
Volatile mix of political differences, religious beliefs,
wealth, and poverty
African side is fragile and poor while Gulf side, except for
Yemen is wealthy and stronger
Rich in natural resources - undiscovered oil and
recoverable gas, zinc, copper, silver …

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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History of conflict in the region
◼

◼

◼

Red Sea was a backwater until 1869 Suez Canal
Horn of Africa - one of world’s most conflicted and
fragile
History of conflicts past 70 years:
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

1948 Arab-Israeli war
1956 Suez crisis of France, UK in Israel against Egypt
1967 Israeli attack on Egypt, Jordan and Syria
1973 Yom Kippur War of Egypt and Syria vs. Israel
1990-1991 Gulf war
2015 – to date Yemen Civil War

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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Multiple interstate conflicts, terrorism,
and piracy
◼

◼
◼

◼

Al Qaeda affiliate group al Shabaab in Somalia
threatens security
Eritrea vs Ethiopia and Eritrea vs Yemen have fought
Somalia, fragile state and base for piracy
East of Red Sea also conflict:
◼
◼
◼

Arab-Israeli war
1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait
Saudi Arabia - intervened in Yemen and exported
fundamentalist Wahhabism

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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Countries abet competition more than
facilitate cooperation
◼

◼
◼

Saudi Arabia and UAE oppose Iran’s influence in region
Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain & Egypt broke with Qatar
Ongoing war in Yemen involves 3 competing factions:
◼
◼
◼

◼

Internationally recognized but weak Hadi regime in Aden
Northern Yemeni Shia rebels supported by Iran
Secessionist southern group in Aden

Yemen conflict contentious issue within Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) - all Arab states of Persian Gulf except Iraq,
namely: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and
UAE) - with Saudi Arabia and Bahrain supporting Hadi
government against Houthi

Notes on #3. Ccompetition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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Countries within region active militarily
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Turkey military base in Qatar
UAE airbase in Eritrea
UAE constructing military base in Somaliland
Saudi Arabia establishing base in Djibouti

Both Turkey and Qatar militarily support Somali
Iran supports Houthi in Yemen
Iran smuggles weapons to Syria and Hamas
Saudis & Egypt compete for leadership in region

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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Also, Great Powers scramble for
military bases
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Proliferation of military bases in Djibouti by France, U.S.,
Germany, Spain, Japan, India, and China
In 2017 China opened its first ever foreign military bases
in Djibouti and Russia may use
U.S. believes Chinese base portends additional Chinese
military facilities in Indian Ocean and Mediterranean
But U.S. has most naval and air power and can reach Red
Sea on short notice
In addition to Djibouti, many U.S. military facilities in
region

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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China’s presence having impact

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Trump regards China and Russia as strategic competitors
and views their actions in Red Sea with suspicion
Chinese and Russia naval vessels held joint exercises in
Mediterranean and supply arms to the region
China’s Belt and Road Initiative also a concern
NATO, India, and Japan are U.S. allies in Red Sea region
India seeking additional bases in the Indian Ocean to
counter China’s “String of Pearls” rising military presence
Iran – now preoccupied closer to home and pushed out
Red Sea region by Gulf states, but may return

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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Some positive regional & global cooperation
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Gulf states are major investors in Northeast Africa
Europe, Asia, and U.S. also important investors in region
Foreign aid helps region’s poorest countries
China’s Belt and Road project is having a significant impact
But a concern may burden countries with excessive debte.g., China holds 80% of Djibouti’s external debt
Africa can increase agricultural production and exports to
Gulf states, which import most food
Gulf states employ thousands of workers from northeast
Africa and remittances are importance source of income

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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China’s active role gaining over U.S.,
greater UN role may be needed
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Complexity is enormous and complicated by multi-agency
roles of U.S. State and Defense Departments
Countries in region perceive U.S. largely as absent from a
policy perspective, although a strong military presence
China is being looked to as a region’s long-term partner
A case can be made for creating an organization of
cooperation of the Red Sea states
UN may need to be involved in process of the future
development of highly valuable undersea resources

Notes on #3. Competition and cooperation in the Red Sea region, by David Shinn, Great Decisions, 2020
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13% global trade passes through Red Sea
and Suez Canal
◼

◼

◼

The issue: 13% of global trade passes through a strait
just 20 miles wide at the southern entrance to the Red
Sea. Great Decisions examines a region where the world’s
great powers can cooperate to create stability-or allow
deepening rivalries to explode into conflict beset by civil
wars and humanitarian crises.
Red Sea region is a vital chokepoint and a dangerous
region where great powers can cooperate or compete
Red Sea rivalries could bring about conflicts that would
tear the region apart and in danger ocean traffic

Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Yemen Civil War is largest current
international tragedy
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

3 million have fled their home

15 million are near starvation –but peace proves elusive
24 million of 28 million depend upon international
assistance
Saudi planes are dropping U.S. bombs on civilians
Prolonged because outside forces keep it going forward

Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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U.S. on sidelines in Yemen civil war, except for
supplying weapons despite its potential threat to Red
Sea passage
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

U.S. has been selling weapons to Gulf state countries for 70 years,
but they didn’t use them until recently and in ways U.S. does not
approve of
Yemen could be solved if the U.S. helped out – but so far has stood
on the sidelines.
War involves many-especially the Saudis and Iran
Saudis do not use their own soldiers but recruit others to do the
fighting from Africa
Failed state in Yemen could undermine the stability of the entire
region
U.S. has not decided to get fully engaged-some argue that it isn’t
sufficiently strategic to the U.S. and the U.S. lacks capacity to do so
Yemen Civil War is so intractable because the multitude of outside
and conflicting interference
Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Shipping lanes of Red Sea central
to global commerce
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Red Sea region backwater until 1869 Suez Canal
Now vital shipping lane access from Mediterranean to Indian
Ocean – connecting Europe to Asia
Shipping lanes of Red Sea are central to global commerce
Dozens of different nations are involved
Two thirds of trade between China and Europe go by Red Sea
World’s navies also rely on safe passage of Red Sea
Deep concern about security and freedom of navigation
Long-term - U.S. requires maintaining access of warships especially should a military conflict arise with China it would be
a central passage
Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Horn of Africa - economic potential, if could
achieve political stability
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Investment is rising in northeast Africa.
Land rights also remain an issue in Africa to investors
It has a very young population-65% of the population under
age 30
But this untapped potential is hurt by terrorism, piracy and
wars
Freedom of navigation is still uncertain, but piracy is much less
now than a decade ago

Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Saudi Arabia - richest and most powerful
in region, but aggressive in Yemen
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Major concern is terrorism in Yemen which could potentially
affect Red Sea traffic
Saudis have led foreign intervention in Yemen
A question of who is the aggressor: Saudis or Houthi rebels
aided by Iran
Saudis responsible for very brutal campaigns using Western
weapons
Iran has supported Houthi rebels in the ongoing geopolitical
struggle with the Saudis

Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Scramble for military bases and influence by
outsiders under impression U.S. is withdrawing
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Somali has foreign rivals as do others in East Africa: for
example, Turkey vs. Saudi Arabia
Saudis have a “red wave” military cooperation group they lead
to counter influence of Turkey and Iran in region and to protect
their western shore
Plus Arabs are exporting their rivalries into Northeast Africa and
upsetting the balance of power there
Much of conflict hinges on supporters vs. opponents of Muslim
Brotherhood
Perception is the U.S. is withdrawing from Middle East and Red
Sea region
Basic conflict in Djibouti is the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Bahrain
vs. Qatar and Turkey with Iran in the middle
Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Region lacks institutions and governance,
depends largely upon strongmen
◼

◼

Dictator Bashir in Sudan was toppled in 2019 by protesters
demanding more democracy, but hasn’t brought
democracy
Issues revolve around:
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

Role of Islam in politics
Commercial and Economic development

Ethiopia - a large country of 100 million people has much
turmoil and ethnic tension
New prime minister is making advances
However, Saudis are wary of too much democracy in
region as it might upset their kingdom
Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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U.S. may be contributing to
instability in region
◼

◼

◼
◼

Many external countries have military presence in the
Red Sea region
States in region are making transformations, but
suffering fragility
Will U.S. get involved and contribute to stability?
So far, U.S. has taken side of the Saudis

Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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China has big unchecked ambitions in
region
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

China is getting engaged in the region
Opened their first foreign military post in Djibouti - a
milestone
And may be more to come
U.S. and others are very suspicious of China’s intentions
China has a stake -40% of its trade is via Red Sea
China’s Belt and Road project - building roads and ports to
access markets abroad
Some worry that U.S. is not countering Chinese
aggressiveness
U.S. complains but does not counteract China
Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Conclusion: Stakes are high – could become a
fractured region of failed states & dangerous seas
◼

◼

◼

U.S. will need to use more soft power to counter
China - but soft power is not a strength of Trump
U.S. needs long-term relationships - not just
containing China but long-term development of region
Red Sea could potentially be an area where U.S. and
China interests align - test of world cooperation

Notes on video #3. Red Sea Security, Great Decisions, 2020
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Appendix – Supplemental Information
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

How Much Oil Do We Import From The Middle East?
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Middle East produces a third of world’s oil.
High for U.S. oil imports from Persian Gulf was 2.8 mil. BPD in 2001 (23%
share)
In 2018, thanks to U.S. shale oil production, U.S. crude oil imports had
fallen to 9.9 million BPD and from Persian Gulf 1.6 mil. BPD (15.9% share).
Canada is now biggest source of U.S. oil imports, 4.3 mil. BPD (43% share)
In Sep and Oct 2019 — U.S. had become a net exporter for the first time in
at least 70 years.
So U.S. dependence on Middle East oil has fallen, but rest of the world uses
more oil from the region
20% of world’s oil passes through waters that border Iran. Thus, at risk if
the situation in Middle East escalates
If so, U.S. oil prices would rise, but impact today less thanks to shale oil

Source:www.forbes.com/sites/rrapier/2020/01/07/how-much-oil-do-we-import-from-the-middle-east
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

Shifting geographical
priorities for U.S. Foreign
Aid (both Developmental & Military)
• 1947: Post WW II aid for
W. Europe & Asia Pacific,
little elsewhere
• 1966: Shift to humanitarian
aid in S America and India
and military aid for
Vietnam
• 2017: Little more in Central
America, but most in
Middle East and Africa

1947: $62b, WW II to Europe & Asia

1966: $41b, South America, India, SE Asia

2017: $49b, Central America, Middle East & Africa
https://explorer.usaid.gov/aid-trends.html
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

New alternatives to Suez Canal?
◼

◼

◼

Cape of Good Hope: Oil tanker
from Saudi Arabia to U.S. 2,700 mi
longer than Suez
Northern Sea Route: Shrinking
Arctic sea ice has makes feasible for
ships between Europe and East Asia
during summer months, shortening
trip by 4,000 miles between Korea
and Netherlands
Israel says will construct a railroad
through Negev desert to compete
with Suez
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suez_Canal#Alternative_routes
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Islam mix of Sunni & Shia blanket Red Sea Region
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

Very significant until
2017, but now largely
controlled
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

U.S. Foreign Aid –
Much to Red Sea
Region

https://www.concernusa.org/story/foreign-aid-by-country/

Source: marketwatch.com/story/us-foreign-aid-where-allthat-money-is-going-and-why-in-one-chart-2019-01-15>
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China’s “String of Pearls” ports guard oil shipping lanes and
encircle India
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

What Awaits Iran? Atrophy, but U.S.
should be patient
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Reformists are increasingly winning over the public
70% Iranians are under 35, and don’t relate to Khomeini’s
revolution
Iran suffers from the sanctions - currency has become
worthless, and necessities are unaffordable
Shooting down of Ukrainian aircraft enraged Iranians and
shifted focus from condemning U.S. killing of Soleimani into
anger against the regime
U.S. should avoid prodding Iranians to revolt because it would
legitimize a harsh crackdown
U.S. should keep the sanctions in place because they are
working, Iranian political system will atrophy in the end, but
there is no quick fix

Source: What Awaits Iran? By: Hilal Khashan, Jan 27, 2020, GPF, Geopolitical Futures
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Controversial viewpoint: Middle East isn’t worth
it anymore, few vital U.S. interests still there
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

U.S. no longer relies on imported petroleum
Israel can now defend itself by itself
Arab-Israeli peacemaking … is now clearly hopeless
Ridding remnants of Islamic Caliphate and al Qaeda can be
achieved by a few U.S. troops and support for local partners.
Iran doesn't have nuclear weapons yet and U.S. sanctions
and growing opposition have weakened their position
Curbing Iran’s nuclear aspirations and hegemon ambitions
will require diplomacy, not war
It is time to avoid never-ending wars and grandiose
objectives in favor of more limited goals

Source: “The Middle East Isn’t Worth It Anymore,” By Martin Indyk, WSJ, Jan. 17, 2020. Mr. Indyk is at the Council on
Foreign Relations. He served in State Department in Obama and Clinton specializing in Near Eastern affairs)
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U.S. needs the Middle East to grow Its importance goes far beyond oil
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

War fatigue, American energy “dominance,” and need for Arab
states pay more for their own security, are arguments for US
disengagement
We need Middle East not for oil, but because it sits in middle of
a global market that secures our global energy supply
Middle East facilitates transit of goods that we and other
countries use to grow
If you want to see a world that looks like China or Saudi Arabia
— more authoritarian, less market-friendly — then believe US is
insulated from oil markets and how developing countries grow
If you want US to lead the global economy and shape it to the
mutual advantage of growing countries, then Middle East is at
center of our future
Source: Karen Young, “America needs the Middle East to grow - Its importance to the U.S. and the world
goes far beyond oil,” January 24, 2020, /www.nationalreview.com/2020/01/america-needs-middle-east-togrow
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Do you see Saudi Arabia as a U.S. ally? Responses
of some Major Democratic Presidential Candidates
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Context: U.S. relationship with Saudi Arabia is under historic
strain, as a result of Saudi human rights violations, a brutal war
in Yemen and the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi.
Michael R. Bloomberg : “We have a lot of military commitments
there and a lot of allies on the military side.”
Pete Buttigieg: “They’re also an example of how the
disappearance of U.S. leadership has resulted in bad behavior.”
Amy Klobuchar: “They are an ally in many ways, but that
doesn’t mean that you don’t call them out when they do
something really horrific.”
Elizabeth Warren: “I think we have to think hard about our
Source:nytimes.com/interactive/202
relationship.”
0/us/politics/us-allies-saudi-arabia-

A recent poll shows that only 22%
Americans view Saudi Arabia as an U.S. ally.

20-questions.html
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Challenge of investing
in Middle East
◼

◼

◼

◼

Jeff Bezos &
Crown Prince
Mohammed bin
Salman

Amazon’s Bezos and Crown Prince MbS of Saudi Arabia have
split over the alleged hacking of Bezos’s cell phone and leaking
personal information to the National Enquirer
Bezos had been courted to invest $4 billion in a data-center in a
$500 billion new tech focused city called NEOM planned for
along the Red Sea
Saudis were angered because Bezos’ Washington Post critical
articles - especially murder of Washington Post columnist
Khashoggi in Saudi Embassy in Turkey in Oct 2018
NEOM – a planned smart city and tourist destination of 10,000
sq. mi. along 275 mi coast of Red Sea in northeast border of
near Egypt and Jordan scheduled for 2025
Source: Saudi Prince Courted Amazon’s Bezos Before Bitter Split, WSJ. Jan. 26, 2020
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Kissinger: Risk being driven by what

catches the mood of the moment
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

We must avoid the disconnection of intervention from
strategy - we must assess the long-term intentions,
prospects for its success and ability to carry it out on the
long-term basis
We risk being driven less by reasoned arguments than by
what catches the mood of the moment
Must recognize dangers of society driven by mass consensus
and deprived of context and foresight in a historical context
Foreign policy is in danger of turning into a subdivision of
domestic politics instead of an exercise in shaping the future
Great achievements of technology must be fused with
enhanced powers of humane and moral judgment
Adapted from Henry Kissinger, World Order, 2014, pages 357- 360
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Western vs. Islamism’s views of World
◼

Western liberal (or free) world order guiding principles
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Open markets
Multilateral institutions
Liberal democracy
Leadership by West

Islam’s world view
◼
◼

◼
◼

Divided into world of peace and non-Islam’s world of war
Islamic state is divinely ordained
Non-Muslim polities illegitimate & never accepted as equals
Mission is to overthrow & replace all other governments

Based upon Henry Kissinger, World Order, Penguin Press, 2014
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